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Common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) produce individually

distinctive signature whistles that are learned early in life and that help

animals recognize and maintain contact with conspecifics. Signature whistles

are the predominant whistle type produced when animals are isolated from

conspecifics. Health assessments of dolphins in Sarasota, Florida (USA) provide

a unique opportunity to record signature whistles, as dolphins are briefly

separated from conspecifics. Recordings were first made in the mid 1970’s,

and then nearly annually since 1984. The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database

(SDWD) now contains 926 recording sessions of 293 individual dolphins, most

of known age, sex, and matrilineal relatedness. The longest time span over

which an individual has been recorded is 43 years, and 85 individuals have been

recorded over a decade or more. Here we describe insights about signature

whistle structure revealed by this unique and expansive dataset. Signature

whistles of different dolphins show great variety in their fundamental frequency

contours. Signature whistle types (with ‘whistle type’ defined as all whistles

visually categorized as sharing a particular frequency modulation pattern) can

consist of a single stereotyped element, or loop (single-loop whistles), or of

multiple stereotyped loops with or without gaps (multi-loop whistles). Multi-

loop signature whistle types can also show extensive variation in both number

and contour of loops. In addition, fundamental frequency contours of all

signature whistle types can be truncated (deletions) or embellished

(additions), and other features are also occasionally incorporated. However,

even with these variable features, signature whistle types tend to be highly

stereotyped and easily distinguishable due to the extensive variability in

contours among individuals. In an effort to quantify this individual

distinctiveness, and to compare it to other species, we calculated Beecher’s

Information Statistic and found it to be higher than for any other animal signal

studied so far. Thus, signature whistles have an unusually high capacity to

convey information on individual identity. We briefly review the large range of
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research projects that the SDWD has enabled thus far, and look ahead to its

potential to answer a broad suite of questions about dolphin communication.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

Common bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) produce

a variety of sound types. Those used for communication include

click-based “burst-pulse” sounds and narrow-band tonal

whistles. The best studied of these sounds are signature

whistles, which were first described by Melba and David

Caldwell in the 1960’s (Caldwell and Caldwell, 1965, and see a

more thorough description in Caldwell et al., 1990). They found

that isolated dolphins primarily produced stereotyped whistle

contours (patterns of frequency change over time) that were

unique to each individual. The operational definition of

signature whistles is that they are the predominant whistle

type produced when animals are isolated from conspecifics

(e.g., Janik and Sayigh, 2013). Signature whistles are unique

among animal signals, in their role as “designed individual

signatures” (Boughman and Moss, 2003). In contrast, most

animals rely on “byproduct distinctiveness” (Boughman and

Moss, 2003), or voice cues, for individual recognition (Sayigh

et al., 2017). Signature whistles function in some ways like

human names, in that they are learned, and function to help

animals recognize and maintain contact with conspecifics

(Sayigh et al., 1990; Sayigh et al., 1995; Janik and Slater, 1998;

Sayigh et al., 1999).

After the Caldwells’ pioneering work, little research was

carried out on dolphin signature whistles for almost two

decades. This was due in no small part to the fact that

dolphins do not reliably provide any visible cues associated

with vocalization. Thus, identifying which individual is

producing a sound, which is essential to studying any animal

communication system, presents a major hurdle when studying

dolphins. However, here we describe a powerful longitudinal

dataset that consists of hundreds of recording sessions of known

individual dolphins. We were able to identify which animals

were vocalizing by recording individuals while they were being

briefly handled. In Sarasota Bay, Florida, USA, brief catch-and-

release events for tagging took place in the mid 1970’s (Irvine

et al., 1981), allowing in-air recordings to be made (by MDS and

Paul Graycar; Graycar, 1977). In the 1980’s, one of us (PLT)

devised hydrophones with suction cups that could be attached

directly onto the dolphin melon to more effectively identify the

whistling animal (Tyack, 1985; Tyack, 1986; Figure 1). These
02
hydrophones were first used in Sarasota in 1984, when animals

were briefly held for life history research. Since that time, we

have recorded dolphins with suction cup hydrophones during 45

life history and/or health assessments over 35 years. In these

catch-and-release events, small groups of dolphins are encircled

by a long net in shallow water and examined and sampled by

veterinarians and biologists before being released on-site (Wells

et al., 2004). This setting provides an ideal circumstance to

record signature whistles, because dolphins typically whistle at

high rates when separated from conspecifics (Watwood et al.,

2005; Esch et al., 2009a). When combined with background

information from decades of longitudinal monitoring through

observational studies of the long-term resident members of the

Sarasota Bay dolphin community (Scott et al., 1990; Wells, 2009;

Wells, 2020), we have been able to compile a collection of high-

quality recordings of signature whistles of animals of known age,

sex, matrilineal relationships and patterns of social association.

Here we review the methods used over the years to record

dolphins during catch-and release efforts, as well as to store and

analyze data. We then describe some of the major features of this

expansive whistle dataset (the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle

Database). For these analyses, we defined the signature whistle

as the predominant whistle type produced by an animal in a

given recording session. (Dolphins do produce a large variety of

other whistles, which are called non-signature whistles; these are

discussed in section 4.1.6.) As is the standard for studies of

dolphin whistles, we focus on visual categorizations of the

contour, or pattern of changes over time, of the fundamental

frequency, which can be identified in a spectrogram as the lowest

frequency contour (higher frequency multiples of the

fundamental frequency are cal led harmonics) . The

fundamental frequency contour alone has been shown to be

sufficient to convey identity information (Janik et al., 2006). A

‘whistle type’ is defined as all whistles visually categorized as

sharing a particular frequency modulation pattern (Sayigh et al.,

2007; Kriesell et al., 2014); here we use the term ‘signature

whistle type’ to describe a whistle type that has been identified as

a signature whistle of a specific individual dolphin. Examples of

several signature whistle types are shown in Figure 2. One of the

most distinctive aspects of many bottlenose dolphin signature

whistles is the presence of often-repetitive elements, called

“loops” by the Caldwells (Caldwell et al., 1990). Whistles that
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consist of just a single, non-repeated element are referred to as

“single-loop” whistles (Figure 2A). Whistles with multiple

elements are termed “multi-loop” whistles; these loops can

either all be alike or some can vary in contour shape (with

introductory and/or terminal loops often different from central

loops; Figures 2B, C). Loops can be either disconnected

(Figure 2B) or connected (Figure 2C); if disconnected, they are

typically separated by intervals of no more than 0.25 s (Esch

et al., 2009b). Signature whistles are often produced in bouts, in

which separate renditions of a given whistle, whether single or

multi-loop, are typically separated by 1-10 s (Janik et al., 2013).

In addition to describing overall contour structures, we

report basic parameters of the fundamental frequency contour

from all unique signature whistle types recorded from this

population. We also describe other whistle features, many of

which have been defined in various publications. These include

deletions (when a portion of the signature whistle is omitted;

Tyack, 1986), additions (when atypical components are added to

the signature whistle; similar to “embellishments” in pilot whale

calls; see Zwamborn andWhitehead, 2017), sidebands indicative

of amplitude modulation in portions of the whistle (Tyack, 1986;

Tyack, 1991), biphonic whistle production (two distinct, not
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
harmonically related tonal sounds produced simultaneously;

e.g., Papale et al., 2015), breaks (abrupt changes in frequency,

see Wang, 1995; Marley et al., 2017), stereotyped simultaneous

pulsed components (Kaplan et al., 2018), steps (Oswald et al.,

2007), and nonlinear phenomena such as subharmonics and

chaotic or noisy components (see descriptions for right whale

calls (Tyson et al., 2007), manatee calls (Mann et al., 2006), and

humpback calls (Cazau et al., 2016)).

The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database has enabled a large

variety of research projects. One that we present here is a

comparison to other animal signals of the potential of signature

whistle contours for acoustic individual identification (Linhart

et al., 2019; Linhart et al., 2022). To examine this, we use a

sample of signature whistles to calculate Beecher’s Information

Statistic (Hs) as a measure of the amount of information that is

theoretically available for differentiating individuals (Beecher,

1989). We then review past studies, which have focused on,

among other things, whistle classification, contexts of whistle

production, whistle development and stability, whistle copying,

non-signature whistles, and playback studies of whistle function

and perception. We lastly highlight some ongoing and planned

research projects utilizing this unique and valuable resource.
FIGURE 1

Common bottlenose dolphin being recorded with a suction-cup hydrophone directly on the melon, while being temporarily held during health
assessments in Sarasota Bay, Florida. Photo taken by the Chicago Zoological Society’s Sarasota Dolphin Research Program under NOAA/
National Marine Fisheries Service Scientific Research Permit.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Recording methods

Whistle recordings are obtained during periodic catch and

release sessions for life history studies and health assessments,

where small groupsof selecteddolphins are encircledwith a 500-m-

long, 4-m-deep seine net in shallow water (< 2-m-deep). Each

individual is brought aboard a specialized veterinary examination

vessel, one at a time, where sex is determined, and it is weighed,

measured for a standard suite of lengths and girths, measured

ultrasonically for blubber thickness, examined by veterinarians

externally and through ultrasonography, sampled, marked if

necessary, photographed, and then released (Wells et al., 2004;

Wells, 2009; Loughlin et al., 2010; Barratclough et al., 2019). Each

animal is typically aboard the veterinaryboat for less thanonehour.

Additional procedures, including acoustic playbacks, sometimes

occur while the animal is restrained in the water. Acoustic

recordings are made throughout the operations. Total time from

encirclement to release is typically 2-4 hours, depending on

numbers of animals and procedures performed.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
Different recording methods have been used during the 47-

year time span over which we have been recording dolphins

during catch-and-release sessions. More detail about recording

methods can be found in Graycar (1977), Sayigh et al. (1990) and

Sayigh et al. (2007); only a brief summary is given here. In 1975-76

recordings were made in air with a microphone near the dolphin’s

head while it was held in the water in a floating stretcher or on

deck. Themicrophone was fed into anUher Report L or Report IC

reel-to reel tape recorder with a flat frequency response of 40-

20,000 Hz. During the 1980s, animals were usually placed in a raft

for processing, and subsequently they have been brought onto the

deck of a specially designed boat. Recordings were typically made

with suction-cup hydrophones on the melon for the entire

duration the dolphin was held (30-90 min) on the raft or boat

(Figure 1). Suction-cup hydrophones were also attached to the

melon of animals being held in the water whenever possible; if for

any reason this was not possible, we would hold a hydrophone

nearby in the water. We have used hydrophones both custom-

made and manufactured by High Tech Inc. (Gulfport, MS),

typically with frequency responses extending at least to 30,000

Hz. During 1984-1989, recordings were made on cassette tapes
A B C

FIGURE 2

Examples of different whistle contour types from a subset of Sarasota dolphins (see text for more detail; labels represent animal identification
numbers): (A) Single-loop whistles consist of a single, non-repeated element. (B, C) Multi-loop whistles consist of variable numbers of repetitive
elements, which can be disconnected (B) or connected (C). Shown here are examples of multi-loop whistles with identical loops (F264, F217),
different introductory loop (FB66, F118), different terminal loop (F243, F155), and different introductory and terminal loops (F260, F190). [Note
also the presence of steps in the contours of F230 and F159].
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with Sony or Marantz stereo recorders, with frequency responses

extending to approximately 20,000 Hz. From 1990-2005,

recordings were made on hifi VHS tapes with Panasonic video

cassette recorders, with frequency responses extending to

approximately 32,000 Hz. Since 2006, recordings have been

made using either Sound Devices 744T or Tascam DR-680

digital recorders, with a typical sample rate of 96,000 Hz.
2.2 Data storage and management

Over the years we have worked opportunistically to organize

and preserve these recordings. Grant support in 2004 allowed us

to start digitizing all of the analog recordings collected over the

previous decades, a process that has now been completed. Data

storage has been a continual challenge, until the costs of both

physical and cloud-based storage decreased substantially

relatively recently. Thanks to recent support from several

sources, we are finally in a position to quality check and back

up all original recordings in digital format. However, long-term

curation of this digital database remains a challenge that needs to

be addressed.
2.3 Data extraction and
signature whistle identification

Due to the complex organization of data collected over 4+

decades, and lack of funding for a centralized database,

individual researchers have developed their own protocols for

extracting data from source files and hand-written notes

for different research projects. In addition to data extraction

for individual research projects, efforts have been made to

extract small samples (10-20 exemplars) of signature whistles

from most recording sessions over the past decades, with the

help of numerous students and volunteers. The fundamental

aspect of this process has always been to visually identify (using

spectrographic analysis) the predominant whistle type produced

by a given individual during a recording session, and to assign

this as the signature whistle. We set 10 exemplars as the

minimum number that a dolphin produces in a single

recording session in order to label it as a signature whistle.

Illustrating the overwhelming prevalence of signature whistles in

these recordings, we recently visually classified 34,029 (85%) of

39,840 high quality whistles as signature whistles in a subset of

recordings of 110 dolphins. In most cases, this process of visual

classification is straightforward and inter-observer reliability is

high (Janik, 1999; Sayigh et al., 2007). Often these assignments

can be verified by comparing whistles recorded from the same

individual in different years. Through this process, we have built

a catalog of signature whistles of most dolphins in the

Sarasota community.
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Different programs have been used for spectrographic

analysis; these range from the analog Kay Sona-Graph prior to

circa 1990, to a digital Kay DSP 5500 in the early 1990’s, to more

cost-effective and PC-based programs such as SIGNAL, Avisoft

SASLab Pro, Adobe Audition, Matlab, and Raven from the mid

1990’s up to today. All analyses presented here were carried out

in Raven Pro 1.6 (K. Lisa Yang Center for Conservation

Bioacoustics, Cornell, NY, USA) and Matlab R2020b

(Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Whistle contour categorization and
description of other whistle features

To illustrate the range of signature whistle contour types in

the Sarasota dolphin population, we selected a single

representative example of each of 269 signature whistle types

to include in Figure 3, and from which to obtain basic

measurements of fundamental contour frequencies (24 of the

293 dolphins recorded were not included because we were not

able to confidently assign a signature whistle contour, due to low

whistle rates). Examples of other whistle features (defined above)

were also noted in the process of selecting a single exemplar for

each dolphin. We then inspected multiple signature whistles

from each dolphin in the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database in

order to assign them to particular contour types based on their

typical structure. These include: 1) single-loop whistles; 2) multi-

loop whistles with disconnected loops; 3) multi-loop whistles

with intermittent loop connections (i.e., sometimes connected,

sometimes not); and 4) multi-loop whistles with connected loops

(Figure 2). As noted above, if disconnected, loops are typically

separated by intervals of no more than 0.25 s (Esch et al., 2009b),

whereas separate renditions of a given whistle, whether single or

multi-loop, are typically separated by more than 1s (Janik et al.,

2013). Multi-loop whistles were further categorized into those

with different introductory loops, different terminal loops, or

different introductory and terminal loops.
2.4.2 Whistle frequency measurements
To assess the frequency range that signature whistles from

the Sarasota population typically occupy, we extracted the

fundamental frequency contour of each of the 269 different

signature whistle exemplars. We used a supervised contour

tracker to extract fundamental frequency with a 5 ms temporal

resolution (King et al., 2018). The contour tracker first

calculated a spectrogram with a fixed block size of 10 ms, a 5

ms overlap between adjacent blocks, and FFT size of 2048. To

select the whistle contour, analysts marked time-frequency

regions in the spectrogram within which the software

automatically extracted the frequency with the highest power

spectral density. This local spectral peak finder thus allowed
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analysts to extract the contour frequency in a semi-supervised

manner rather than a completely manual approach. From the

distribution of frequencies making up each contour, the 5th

percentile, 50th percentile (median) and 95th percentile were

extracted, and contour frequency range was estimated as the

difference between the 95th and 5th percentile contour frequency.

This analysis was intended to give a broad overview of signature

whistle frequency parameters across individuals rather than

variability within individuals; more in-depth analysis of

individual variability in these parameters has been presented

elsewhere (Esch et al., 2009b). Duration was not included in

these measurements, as it is highly influenced by number of

loops in multi-loop whistles, and was included in the analysis by

Esch et al. (2009b). Frequency range was plotted against both

maximum and minimum frequency, and the strength of these

correlations were calculated.
2.4.3 Whistle stability
We visually compared signature whistles of several dolphins

recorded over multiple years, and present examples of contours

that are both highly stable and more labile over time. We did not

attempt to quantify occurrences of these different trajectories,

but this is a focus of ongoing research.
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
2.4.4 Quantification of individuality
A variety of metrics have been proposed over the years to

quantify individual identity information (individuality) in animal

signals. Recently, Linhart and colleagues (Linhart et al., 2019;

Linhart et al., 2022) proposed that Beecher’s Information Statistic

(Beecher, 1989) can serve as a robust and flexible metric for

comparing individuality across animal communication systems.

To understand how individuality in bottlenose dolphin

signature whistles compares to other animal communication

systems, we calculated Beecher’s Information Statistic for a

subset of dolphin signature whistles. We used largely the same

whistle sample described by Sayigh et al. (2007), which was a

random sample from the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database of

20 whistles from each of 20 individuals (totaling 400 whistles).

However, because that dataset was constructed based on

randomly selected whistles, we identified non-signature

whistles visually (total of 7 whistles or <2% of full dataset: 1

non-signature from each of 3 animals, and 4 non-signatures

from one animal) and replaced them with randomly selected

signature whistles to obtain a curated dataset with 20 signature

whistles for each of the 20 individual dolphins.

For each whistle, the fundamental frequency contour was

extracted as above. Since whistles were mostly multi-loop in

structure (as described in the introduction, and in section 3.2
FIGURE 3

A single example spectrogram (48 kHz sample rate, 1024 pt Hanning window, 75% overlap) is plotted for each of 269 individual bottlenose
dolphins. Whistles are sorted in columns based on increasing duration, and time and frequency axes are standardized.
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below), a marker was inserted manually at the gap between

separate loops, or at the obvious transition point between

connected loops (the point that best separates repeating loops,

often either at the minimum or maximum frequency). To

estimate information content in whistles, 20 equally spaced

fundamental frequency values as well as total duration were

extracted from each loop following previous methods (e.g.,

Linhart and Šálek, 2017). This approach likely does not reflect

all information available in the signature whistle (i.e. it does not

capture non-contour features, features that are modulated more

rapidly than can be sampled using 20 values per whistle, subtle

or sequential features), so it is at best a conservative estimate of

information content; however, it provides a standardized metric

for comparisons to other species (Linhart et al., 2022). After

calculating these 21 features (20 contour points and 1 duration)

for each loop, measurements were averaged across all loops in a

whistle. A principal components analysis was used to remove

correlation between frequency measurements. Beecher’s

information statistic (Beecher, 1989) was then calculated using

a Matlab implementation of calc_HS from IDmeasurer (Linhart

et al., 2019), using the number of samples (signature whistles)

per individual animal as the sample size (20 in this case). The

Matlab implementation was compared to the original R-

implementation in IDmeasurer to ensure results were consistent.
3 Results

3.1 Data summary

Our recording library consists of 926 recording sessions of

293 individual dolphins, 147 male and 146 female. Of these, 26

were made in the 1970’s using a microphone in air near the

dolphin; the remainder were made with suction-cup

hydrophones since 1984. Most animals (58%) have been

recorded more than once (up to a maximum of 18 times),

with an overall mean of 3.1 times, and a mean of 4.7 for those

recorded more than once. The longest time span over which an

individual has been recorded is 43 years; 85 individuals have

been recorded over a decade or more.
3.2 Whistle contour categorization

Signature whistles of Sarasota Bay dolphins can take a great

variety of forms. A single example from each of 269 dolphins is

shown in Figure 3 (as noted above, 24 of the 293 dolphins

recorded were not included due to not being able to assign

signature whistle contours to them). Whistle contour

categorizations are summarized in Table 1, and examples of

whistle types, as previously described, are shown in Figure 2.

Overall, single-loops accounted for around a quarter of all
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
signature whistle types (Figure 2, left side). Upsweep whistle

types can occur as either single or multiple (disconnected) loops;

(see FB66, FB79, F221, F239, F255 in Figure 2 as examples).

Signature whistles that consisted only of a downsweep were

extremely uncommon, with only two occurrences as single loop

whistle types, and no occurrences where they comprised all

loops of a multi-loop whistle type; Figure 3). Multi-loop whistle

types were the dominant form of Sarasota signature whistles,

comprising 74% of all signature whistle types. Half of these had

disconnected loops (including multi-loop upsweeps; Figure 2B),

and 44% had connected loops (Figure 2C). Some also had

intermittent loop connections (6.5% of all multi-loop signature

whistle types; Table 1). We further categorized multi-loop

whistles into those with loops of the same contour shape (e.g.

F264 and F217 in Figure 2), and those with introductory and/or

terminal loops that were different from others in the whistle (e.g.

FB66, F118, F243, F155, F260 and F190 in Figure 2). Proportions

and sample sizes of these whistle types are listed in Table 1.

However, note that loop contour shapes can be somewhat

malleable; while not all renditions necessarily show exactly the

same pattern, human observers are still highly reliable at

grouping them as the same type (e.g., Sayigh et al., 2007).
3.3 Other whistle features

In addition to the variety of both single- and multi-loop

structures that occur among Sarasota Bay bottlenose dolphin

signature whistles, a wide range of other acoustic features are

also evident. Examples of several of these features (steps,

deletions, additions, biphonation, sidebands due to rapid

amplitude modulation, simultaneous pulsed components,

subharmonics) are shown in Figures 2–6. Figure 6 also shows

examples of whistle types with variable numbers of loops.

Additional examples of these as well as other features can be

seen in Figure 3.
3.4 Whistle frequency measurements

Frequency parameters can differ greatly between signature

whistle types. To characterize the parameter space bottlenose

dolphins use for their signature whistles in general we measured

the frequency minimum, maximum and range for each of the

269 signature whistle exemplars shown in Figure 3. Minimum

(5th percentile) contour frequency ranged from 1,781 to 14,766

Hz (mean ± SD of 5,807 ± 1,604), maximum (95th percentile)

contour frequency ranged from 6,656 to 26,918 Hz (mean 15,380

± 3,515) and median frequency ranged from 4,758 to 20,430 Hz

(mean 9,976 ± 2,552 Hz). Total whistle frequency range, or “90%

bandwidth” (assessed as the difference between 5th and 95th

percentile contour frequencies) was from 1,439 - 21,907 Hz
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(mean 9,573 ± 3,385 Hz) and mainly depended on maximum

frequency (R2 = 0.795) rather than minimum frequency (R2 =

0.016) (Figure 7). Note that values for maximum frequency and

frequency range might be slightly underestimated as our early

recording systems were not capable of recording frequencies

above 20 kHz.
3.5 Whistle stability

Visual comparisons of whistles of dolphins recorded over

multiple years indicate that most whistles are highly stable (e.g.,

see Sayigh et al., 1990, Sayigh et al., 2007, Figure 8), with the

longest recorded stability lasting 43 years. However, there are

examples of whistles changing over time, some in subtle ways,

and others more dramatic (see examples in Figure 9). We also

observed rare examples of individuals apparently producing two

different signature whistles in the same recording session (i.e.,
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both were produced in approximately equal amounts), a

phenomenon described by Caldwell and Caldwell (1968) for a

common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) and by Caldwell et al.

(1990) for 2 of the 120 bottlenose dolphins in their sample.
3.6 Quantification of individuality

We estimated Beecher’s information statistic (Hs) at 13.7

bits of information based solely on fundamental frequency

variation and loop duration, resulting in a theoretical cap of

more than 13,000 different individual signatures that can be

encoded given the inter-individual variability and intra-

individual stereotypy in these parameters. Beecher ’s

Information Statistic compares within-individual variability to

between-individual variability across a range of signal features,

so is higher when signals show very high within-individual

stereotypy and/or large between-individual differences. While
TABLE 1 Breakdown of whistle contour categorizations.

Whistle type description N of whistle types Percentage

Single loop 69 of 269 whistle types overall 26

Not upsweep or downsweep 53 of 69 single loops 77

Upsweep 14 of 69 single loops 20

Downsweep 2 of 69 single loops 3

Multiloop 200 of 269 whistle types overall 74

Disconnected 99 of 200 multiloops 49

Upsweeps 50 of 99 disconnected multiloops 50

All the same 35 of 50 disconnected upsweep multiloops 70

Different introductory loop 8 of 50 disconnected upsweep multiloops 16

Different terminal loop 6 of 50 disconnected upsweep multiloops 12

Different introductory & terminal loops 1 of 50 disconnected upsweep multiloops 2

Non-upsweep 49 of 99 disconnected multiloops 50

All the same 33 of 49 disconnected non-upsweep multiloops 68

Different introductory loop 3 of 49 disconnected non-upsweep multiloops 6

Different terminal loop 8 of 49 disconnected non-upsweep multiloops 16

Different introductory & terminal loops 5 of 49 disconnected non-upsweep multiloops 10

Connected 88 of 200 multiloops 44

All the same 41 of 88 connected multiloops 47

Different introductory loop 6 of 88 connected multiloops 7

Different terminal loop 26 of 88 connected multiloops 29

Different introductory & terminal loops 15 of 88 connected multiloops 17

Intermittently connected 13 of 200 multiloops 7

All the same 4 of 13 intermittently connected multiloops 31

Different introductory loop 4 of 13 intermittently connected multiloops 31

Different terminal loop 4 of 13 intermittently connected multiloops 31

Different introductory & terminal loops 1 of 13 intermittently connected multiloops 7
f

Whistles were categorized as single loop or multi-loop (boldfaced values); multi-loops were further broken down according to whether loops were disconnected, connected, or intermittently
connected. Multi-loop whistle categories were further broken down according to whether the loops were all the same, or if the introductory, terminal or both introductory and terminal
loops were different. Upsweeps and downsweeps were differentiated from all other whistle contour types, in order to illustrate both the prevalence of upsweep-type whistles and the rareness
of downsweeps (note that downsweeps are not included as a category of multi-loop whistles as none were fully comprised by downsweeps; see Figure 3). Sub-category percentages are based
on totals for the relevant category. Color coding is used to group components of each category that add to 100%.
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the theoretical estimate of how many different signature whistles

can be encoded within this communication system is far larger

than any dolphin population and not practically relevant, it is a

direct product of the highly stereotyped nature of signature

whistle contours produced by one dolphin compared to the large

variation observed between signature whistle contours from

different dolphins.
4 Discussion

The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database, with its large

number of recordings of different individuals, many recorded

repeatedly over long time periods, has provided an

unprecedented window into the range of variability of

bottlenose dolphin signature whistles. Our summary of whistle

contour types shows a great variety of forms, with a majority

having multiple, repeated elements, called “loops.” Loop number

is a highly variable feature, with single whistles containing

anywhere from 1 to at least 11 loops. (These values are based

on qualitative observations; quantifying this range for different

individuals is the focus of ongoing research). In addition to the

variety of both multi- and single-loop structures that occur

among Sarasota Bay bottlenose dolphin signature whistles, a
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wide range of other acoustic features are also evident. These

include phenomena previously described in bottlenose dolphin

whistles such as deletions (Tyack, 1986), rapid amplitude

modulation leading to sidebands in portions of the whistle

spectrogram (Tyack, 1986; Tyack, 1991), biphonic whistle

production (Papale et al., 2015), steps (Oswald et al., 2007),

and breaks (Wang, 1995). In addition, we observed other

features including additions, subharmonics, chaotic or noisy

nonlinear components (e.g., Mann et al., 2006; Tyson et al.,

2007; Cazau et al., 2016), and stereotyped simultaneous pulsed

components (Kaplan et al., 2018). While tonal calls in the

dolphin repertoire are called “whistles,” they are not produced

the way humans whistle in air (pressure changes in vortices

created by air flow over a sharp edge) but by vibration of phonic

lips (Madsen et al., 2012). Dolphins have two pairs of phonic

lips; they tend to click with their right pair and whistle with the

left (Madsen et al., 2013). This explains how dolphins are able to

whistle and click simultaneously, but production mechanisms of

other phenomena reported here need further study.

Information content of Sarasota dolphin signature whistles,

as calculated using Beecher’s Information Statistic (Hs), is higher

than for any other animal signal studied so far (Linhart et al.,

2022). This is not surprising when considering that most non-

human animals use voice cues , ca l led “byproduct
B C DA

FIGURE 4

Examples of several whistle features in the signature whistles of a single animal (FB65). (A) Typical signature whistles; (B) Deletions where part of
the signature whistle is omitted (marked by red boxes); (C) Biphonic vocalizations where a second independent contour is produced (marked by
blue boxes); (D) Amplitude modulations that result in subtle spectral sidebands on either side of the fundamental frequency contour (marked by
purple boxes).
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distinctiveness” by Boughman and Moss (2003), but that

bottlenose dolphins use vocal production learning to develop

“designed individual signatures” (as defined by Boughman and

Moss, 2003). These findings demonstrate the extensive

differences among signature whistle types and highlight the

importance of whistle diversity in the bottlenose dolphin

communication system.
4.1 How has the Sarasota Dolphin
Whistle Database expanded
our understanding of
dolphin communication?

The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database has provided the

basis for a variety of studies of dolphin communication over the

years. In the following sections, we will briefly describe some of

these studies, as well as highlight areas for future research. [Note

that the following review focuses only on studies that have

involved the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database.] We will
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start with one of the thorniest issues facing studies of dolphin

communication: whistle classification.

4.1.1 Whistle classification
Whistle classification is central to the study of dolphin

signature whistles: in order to make sense of how and why

whistles are being used by dolphins, we must have a reliable way

of categorizing them. There have been several attempts to

develop computerized whistle classification methods over the

past several decades (e.g., Buck and Tyack, 1993; McCowan and

Reiss, 1995; Kershenbaum et al., 2013), but none are as accurate

as visual categorizations in grouping externally validated

categories of whistles (see Janik, 1999; Sayigh et al., 2007).

That is, human visual judgements are more accurate than

any computerized method developed to date at grouping

together signature whistles known to be produced by the same

individual. Here we discuss several types of challenges that have

faced researchers trying to develop computerized whistle

classification methods: 1) subtle whistle features; 2) multi-loop

whistles; and 3) variability in acoustic features.
A B

DC

FIGURE 5

Examples of signature whistle additions and simultaneous burst-pulse components in two animals (F232 and F296). (A) Typical F232 signature
whistle; note simultaneous whistle and burst-pulse components. (B) Signature whistle additions ranging from 1-4 inflections, all concurrent with
gaps in burst-pulse component (marked by blue boxes). (C) Typical F296 signature whistle; note again concurrent burst-pulses. (D) Various
additions (marked by blue boxes) that differ from the typical terminal loop.
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4.1.1.1 Subtle whistle features

Nearly one quarter (24%) of all signature whistle types in the

Sarasota community are in the form of upsweeps, either as

repeated loops (19%, or 50 of 269) or single loops (5%, or 14 of

269, Table 1 and Figure 3). Computerized whistle classification

techniques tend to emphasize the overall shape of the whistle

contour, while smoothing subtle inflections. Thus, these

techniques would tend to group many of these upsweep whistles

into one or very few categories. However, we know from having

recorded thousands of whistles from individual animals over the

years that these subtle inflections are highly preserved across

renditions of an animal’s signature whistle, and thus it is likely that

they serve to distinguish one upsweep type signature whistle from

another. This idea has in fact been supported by playback

experiments (Sayigh et al., 1999; Janik et al., 2006), in which

dolphins discriminated between upsweep whistles from different

individuals. Deecke and Janik (2006) developed a machine

learning technique for whistle classification that can distinguish

between different upsweep whistles and preserves subtle

modulation patterns (Oswald et al., 2021), but it needs further

testing to compare it to human observer classification.

Pitfalls of computerized classification methods are seen most

easily in upsweep whistles, but subtle features are also important
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
in multi-loop whistles. Figure 10 shows an example of a subtle

feature being preserved in a signature whistle copy (more on

whistle copies in section 4.1.5 below), which provides further

evidence of the importance of these features.
4.1.1.2 Multi-loop whistles

The majority of Sarasota Bay signature whistles are multi-

looped, which can be connected, disconnected, or both. Janik

and Slater (1998) defined an interval of 0.5s as the criterion for

calling a whistle element a loop vs. a separate whistle, although

Esch et al. (2009b) found that this interval is typically shorter,

rarely exceeding 0.25s, and with a mean of 0.10s (from a sample

of multi-loop whistles from 16 dolphins). These intervals tend to

be highly stereotyped for a given dolphin, and Esch et al. (2009b)

concluded that inter-loop intervals are likely an important

component of signature whistle stereotypy.

A typical approach in computerized methods aimed at

classifying multi-loop whistles has been to select a single loop

as the basis of comparison (e.g., Fripp et al., 2005; Watwood

et al., 2005; King et al., 2018). Depending on the question, this

can preserve sufficient contrast between whistles, but it can be

problematic for signature whistle types where individual loops
A

B

FIGURE 6

Examples of varying numbers of loops in multi-loop signature whistles. (A) F141 produces a connected multi-loop whistle containing 1 to at
least 11 loops. (B) F270 produces a disconnected multi-loop whistle containing 1 to at least 10 loops (separated by typical inter-loop intervals;
see text). [Note also subharmonics in many of F270’s whistles.].
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are not all the same. As discussed earlier, almost half (43.5%) of

multi-loop whistles in Sarasota have a stereotyped introductory

and/or terminal loop that differs from the central loops. Isolating

single loops, in addition to eliminating temporal features,

therefore ignores some of the structure present in these

whistles, which is likely an important aspect of their individual

distinctiveness. Likewise, when connected loops are separated

from each other and analyzed individually, some of the

distinctiveness of the whistle is lost, and this is especially true,

as described above, when all loops do not have a consistent

shape. However, methods other than visual comparisons for

comparing multi-loop whistles with different numbers of loops

are fraught with difficulties (e.g., Sayigh et al., 2007). This is not

surprising when one considers that most methods involve some

form of superimposition of whistle contours over one another,

albeit with corrections for different durations such as dynamic

time warping (e.g., Buck and Tyack, 1993; Deecke and

Janik, 2006).
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4.1.1.3 Variability in acoustic features among
signature whistles from the same individual

Although the fundamental frequency contour is typically

consistent enough to be used as a reliable cue in differentiating

among different signature whistle types (Janik et al., 2006), there

can be variability in acoustic features across signature whistles

from the same individual. As mentioned previously, multi-loop

whistles with different introductory and/or terminal loops are

sometimes produced without those loops, and even those with

consistent loops can sometimes vary the structure of one or

more loops. Connections between loops may or may not be

present in different whistle renditions, and loop number can vary

greatly. Whistle features such as noisy or chaotic components,

subharmonics, biphonation, or simultaneous pulses, may or may

not be consistently present. Deletions and additions can vary

greatly in structure when they occur. Finally, individual whistle

parameters can vary within whistle types and encode additional

contextual information (Janik et al., 1994). Thus, there is a
A

B D

C

FIGURE 7

Variation in signature whistle contour frequency parameters. (A) Example spectrogram of a signature whistle with extracted fundamental
frequency contour overlaid (red dots, 5 ms resolution). (B) Distribution (PDF: power density function) of lower 5th percentile, 50th percentile
(median), and upper 95th percentile contour frequency across all 269 signature whistles. (C) Correlation between upper 95th percentile contour
frequency and contour frequency range (calculated as the difference between 95th and 5th percentiles). (D) Correlation between lower 5th

percentile contour frequency and contour frequency range.
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diversity of features that may add to individuality in a whistle or

carry additional information and these can vary across signature

whistle renditions. In addition, a small sample may not represent

the full range of variability in a given whistle, rendering

classifications of some exemplars inaccurate.

4.1.1.4 Visual classification and future directions

Based on the issues described here, we believe that visual

classification remains one of the best ways to categorize dolphin

signaturewhistles.Thehumaneye is exceptional at discerning shapes

and patterns, even features that are very subtle. Visual classifications

have been referred to in the literature as “subjective” or “qualitative”

(e.g., McCowan and Reiss, 2001; Bazúa-Durán and Au, 2002;

Ansmann, 2005; Camargo et al., 2006). However, if similarity

scales and multiple judges are utilized, these issues can be

addressed. And, of course, computerized methods are designed

and implemented by humans, so by necessity include subjective

aspects of what features should or should not be emphasized (e.g.,

smoothing of subtle features, or focus only on single loops). In the

end, the true test for classification is studying how dolphins perceive

and categorize these calls. Butwe do know that visual classification of

spectrograms is more accurate at assigning signature whistles to the

dolphinproducing them thanare several computerizedmethods that
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have been tested (Janik, 1999; Sayigh et al., 2007; Kershenbaum

et al., 2013).

However, visual classifications involving multiple judges are

time consuming and this motivates the pursuit of other

methodologies. Approaches that involve artificial intelligence

(including especially spectrogram-based deep learning) have

potential to learn to discriminate signature whistles based on the

same spectrogram features that human observers currently make

decisions on, including subtle features, variable numbers of loops,

and variable loop features (e.g., Deecke and Janik, 2006). We are

currently collaborating on efforts to develop machine learning

methods for whistle classification. The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle

Database, with its large number of identified whistles from known

individuals, is the idealdata setwithwhich topursue thesemethods.

Toward this aim, we are currently developing a systematic, verified,

curated database of dolphin signature whistles, which should

provide the raw data needed to develop methods for accurate and

flexible whistle classification.

4.1.2 Signature whistle production in
free-swimming dolphins

Cook et al. (2004) found that individual dolphins produced

the same signature whistle types during brief catch-and-release
A B C

FIGURE 8

Three examples of individuals recorded across 10 or more years, illustrating signature whistle stability. (A) Female F159, who produces a single-loop
whistle; (B) Female FB07, who produces a multi-loop disconnected whistle; and (C) Male F242, who produces a multi-loop connected whistle.
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events and when swimming freely. This finding enabled studies

of signature whistle production in free-swimming Sarasota

dolphins, through comparisons to recordings made during

health assessments. Using this method, three studies

(Buckstaff, 2004; Cook et al., 2004, and Watwood et al., 2005)

found signature whistles comprised 38-70% of total whistles

produced by free-swimming dolphins. These values are

undoubtedly influenced by context. Esch et al. (2009a) found

that dolphins produced signature whistles at lower rates while

free-swimming than during brief catch-and-release events.

Watwood et al. (2005) found that adult allied males were more

likely to produce their signature whistles when voluntarily

separated from their partner than when together with their

partner. Cook et al. (2004) found that signature whistle rates

were highest during socializing, and lowest during travelling,

when compared to other activity states (feeding, milling, and

resting); these same trends were found in overall whistle rates

(signature plus non-signature) both by Cook et al. (2004) and

Jones and Sayigh (2002). Buckstaff (2004) found that overall

whistle rates were significantly higher at the onset vs. during or

after vessel approaches. These studies highlight the importance
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
of both documenting recording context as well as sampling a

range of different contexts when studying whistle rates.

Janik et al. (2013) studied temporal patterns of signature

whistles in recordings made during focal animal behavioral

observations, or follows, of dolphins in Sarasota. They found

that signature whistles tended to occur in bouts separated by 1-

10 sec, whereas non-signature whistles of the same type tended

to be separated by intervals of less than 1 sec or more than 10 sec.

They thus devised a method called SIGID that utilizes this

distinctive bout structure to identify signature whistles in

recordings where there is no accompanying information about

individual signature whistles (as would be the case in most areas

other than Sarasota Bay). This method has been used in

numerous study sites in the past decade (Quick and Janik,

2012; King and Janik, 2013; Gridley et al., 2014; Kriesell et al.,

2014; Luıś et al., 2016; Hiley et al., 2017; Fearey et al., 2019; La

Manna et al., 2020; Longden et al., 2020).

4.1.3 Signature whistle development
Caldwell and Caldwell (1979) studied signature whistle

development in dolphin calves in human care and found that
A

B

C

D

FIGURE 9

Four examples of changes to signature whistles over time. (A) F137 changed her whistle from a single-loop to a multi-loop form sometime
between 2002 and 2006. Two loop versions still occurred in 2013 but the three loop version was more common. (B) F197 changed her whistle
between 2005 and 2008, after which it remained fairly stable. (C) F213 changed her whistle between 2009 and 2018, increasing the frequency
range and modulation of the contour. Sidebands indicative of amplitude modulation are evident in her 2018 whistle. (D) F228 made a drastic
change to his whistle contour between 2004 (when he was with his mother) and 2018 (when he was with a male alliance partner).
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the whistle typically forms during the first few months of life,

with strong evidence for learning from other dolphins in the

same tank. Since then, several studies have focused on

signature whistle development in Sarasota dolphins. Sayigh

et al. (1990) compared whistles of a small sample of mothers

and calves recorded during health assessments, and discovered

an apparent sex difference, whereby male calves were more

likely to produce whistles similar to those of their mothers, and

female calves more likely to produce whistles highly distinct

from those of their mothers. A later study (Sayigh et al., 1995)

found the same effect with a larger sample size of 42 calves.

Sayigh (1992) conducted focal animal behavioral observations

of several calves during their first few months of life, which

Caldwell and Caldwell (1979) had found was the typical time

period of whistle development. Sayigh (1992) found evidence

suggestive of the number of associates influencing a calf’s

tendency to develop a whistle similar to or different from

that of the mother (see also Tyack and Sayigh, 1997; Tyack,

1997). Fripp et al. (2005) found that Sarasota calves developed

whistles more similar, in a general sense, to those of members

of the Sarasota community vs. a neighboring community, and

suggested that calves modeled their signature whistles on those

of community members. Miksis et al. (2002) compared whistles

of 10 Sarasota dolphins to those of 10 dolphins under human

care and found that the latter were significantly more likely to

include “flat” or constant frequency components in their

whistles. The “bridge” whistle produced by trainers to

reinforce dolphins is typically a constant frequency, and

Miksis et al. (2002) suggested that some calves may have

incorporated this sound into their signature whistles. These

studies provide evidence that signature whistles are learned,

placing dolphins into a select group of mammals (including
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elephants, bats and whales, as well as humans) that are capable

of vocal production learning (Janik and Slater, 2000).

In recent years we have rekindled the study of vocal

development in Sarasota dolphins by examining the large

sample size of calves in the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle

Database. Although this work is currently ongoing, we have

found in a sample of 166 mother-calf pairs (82 male and 84

female) that about one third (32%) produced whistles very

similar to those of their mothers (as judged by human

observers), but the sex difference seen by Sayigh et al. (1990;

1995) was no longer evident. Strong similarities among sibling

whistles were observed in several cases, including some where

calves were not producing whistles similar to their mother.

Anecdotal suggestions of similarities are also evident from the

Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database. In one case, two females

born in the same year (1978) have similar whistles. Although

some similarities are to be expected by chance, it is tempting to

speculate that some are the result of learning from associates (as

also suggested by Fripp et al. 2005). These findings suggest that

we need to delve more deeply into association patterns of calves

during the whistle development period, and this is the goal of

ongoing work.
4.1.4 Signature whistle stability
Our earlier work on mother-calf whistle comparisons

(Sayigh et al., 1990; Sayigh et al., 1995) led us to believe that

signature whistles were highly stable, and in fact they are for

most adult females (see examples of F159 and FB07 in Figure 8).

However, Watwood et al. (2004) found that closely allied males

(alliances) tended to have similar signature whistles, and

speculated that this might be a learned vocal convergence that
B

A

FIGURE 10

Example of a subtle whistle feature being preserved in a signature whistle copy. (A) Signature whistle of FB67, an adult female; she sometimes
includes a subtle feature as seen in the 3rd loop of her whistle (blue dashed box). (B) Copy of FB67’s signature whistle emitted by her daughter
FB65. Note the preservation of the subtle feature (blue dashed box) in the 2nd loop of the signature whistle copy. The faint whistle in the
background is FB67 emitting her own whistle. Examples of FB65’s own signature whistle can be seen in Figure 4.
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signaled social affiliation. Our ongoing work with the Sarasota

DolphinWhistle Database has revealed that changes in signature

whistles over time, both gradual and dramatic, can occur in both

males and females, as illustrated in Figure 9. The topic of

signature whistle stability is addressed in more detail in Leon-

Lopez et al. (in prep); however, additional studies are needed to

determine what factors dictate whether an individual’s whistle

remains stable or changes over time.

4.1.5 Signature whistle copying
Sayigh et al. (1990) and Sayigh (1992) observed instances of

apparent signature whistle copying in early health assessment

recordings. This phenomenon was then studied in detail by King

et al. (2013), with a continued focus on health assessment

recordings in which two dolphins were simultaneously

recorded with suction-cup hydrophones (copying cannot be

discerned with single hydrophone recordings unless whistles

overlap in time). King et al. (2013) found that signature whistle

copying occurs between close associates (mother-calf pairs and

male alliances), suggesting an affiliative function. Tyack (1991)

and King et al. (2013) further suggested that copies were

recognizable as such due to consistent modifications of

acoustic parameters. We have since found evidence of

signature whistle copying in recordings made with digital

acoustic tags (DTAGs) and a goal of ongoing work is to

quantify its occurrence in free-swimming dolphins. Although

further study is needed to determine how signature whistle

copies function in dolphin communication, it appears likely

that they may serve as a way to initiate contact with a specific

individual, as found in another population (e.g., King and

Janik, 2013).

4.1.6 Non-signature whistles
Even after decades of research on signature whistles,

surprisingly little is known about non-signature whistles.

(These whistles were called “variant” whistles in the earlier

literature, although we have since moved away from that

terminology.) Studies that have quantified signature whistle

production in free-swimming dolphins, as described above,

have yielded numbers ranging from about 40-70% of whistles

(Buckstaff, 2004; Cook et al., 2004; Watwood et al., 2005),

meaning that non-signatures are an important component of

the whistle repertoire. Sayigh et al. (1990) suggested that male

dolphins produced more non-signatures than females, based on

a small sample of recordings made during health assessments.

This finding seems accurate based on more recent and ongoing

studies that have found evidence for shared non-signature

whistle production by males; for example, Sayigh et al. (2017)

found that several males produced a shared non-signature

whistle type in response to playbacks of non-signature

whistles. Research is currently ongoing to determine the role

of this and other non-signature whistles in the dolphin vocal
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repertoire, and to quantify the apparent sex difference in non-

signature whistle production.

4.1.7 Playback experiments to study signature
whistle function and perception

The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database has been the source

of stimuli for a variety of playback experiments over the years;

only a brief description will be presented here. Sayigh et al.

(1999) played back whistles of close relatives and familiar

associates, matched as much as possible for level of

association, and found that dolphins responded more strongly

to whistles of relatives. Since familiarity was controlled for, these

results were interpreted as evidence that signature whistles

functioned in individual recognition. Later experiments were

designed to determine which cues dolphins used for recognition.

Two non-mutually exclusive possibilities were the distinctive

frequency modulation pattern, or contour, of whistles, and

“voice cues” that result from the morphology of the vocal

apparatus. Voice cues, which have been referred to as

“byproduct distinctiveness” (Boughman and Moss, 2003), are

the typical means of individual recognition for non-human

terrestrial mammals. Janik et al. (2006) followed the same

playback protocol as Sayigh et al. (1999), but played back

synthetic whistles, with all potential voice cues removed. They

found the same results as Sayigh et al. (1999), indicating that the

contour alone was sufficient for individual recognition. To

determine if voice cues might also be used, Sayigh et al. (2017)

played back non-signature whistles, again using the same

protocol as Sayigh et al. (1999), but this time did not find that

dolphins discriminated between relatives and familiar associates.

Given that sounds may be filtered by gas-filled structures in the

upper respiratory tract that could potentially change shape with

depth, it was perhaps not surprising to find that voice cues might

not provide reliable information on individual identity (Tyack,

2000; Sayigh et al., 2017).

These studies (Sayigh et al., 1999; Janik et al., 2006; Sayigh

et al., 2017) were carried out with temporarily restrained

dolphins; more recently we have begun carrying out playbacks

with free-swimming dolphins while recording video from

drones. The goals of these experiments are multi-fold, and

include looking at functions of signature whistles, non-

signature whistles, signature whistle copies, and non-whistle

sounds, as well as how noise impacts dolphin communication

through the phenomenon known as communication masking.

4.1.8 Tag studies
We have been deploying non-invasive, suction-cup-attached

DTAGs (Johnson and Tyack, 2003) on Sarasota dolphins since

2001. These tags give rare insights into communication among

known individuals in the wild, especially when multiple animals

can be tagged simultaneously to facilitate identification of the

calling individual. The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database has
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proven critical to interpreting these recordings, enabling us to

unequivocally differentiate between signature and non-signature

whistles of tagged individuals as well as some of the conspecifics

with whom they are interacting. This information was used by

Kragh et al. (2019), who found that signature whistles tended to

be emitted at higher output levels (resulting in longer detection

ranges) than non-signature whistles, and that dolphins only

partially compensated for increasing noise by increasing vocal

output through the Lombard response.
4.2 Future directions

Our current focus on developing a systematic, verified

database of dolphin whistles promises to greatly expand the

reach of the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database. Our current

protocol involves labelling all whistles in our recordings made

during health assessments. This extensive data set preserves

information on sequential whistle production, as well as on

proportions of signature whistles, non-signature whistles, and

signature whistle copies produced by different individuals. We

are now in a position to study aspects of whistle production such

as the range of variability in signature whistles, production of

shared non-signature whistles, signature whistle development,

and much more. We are actively collaborating with researchers

who are using our unique dataset to develop machine learning

tools for classifying signature whistles. This research direction

ties in extremely well with the Sarasota Bay Listening Network, a

network of hydrophones that are continuously recording in

various locations throughout the Sarasota Bay study area (e.g.,

Rycyk et al., 2020). These recordings promise to expand our

understanding of how signature whistles are used in the daily

lives of dolphins, and to provide insights into the comparability

of visual and acoustic data when studying association patterns

and habitat usage. Also, by testing and ground-truthing these

whistle classification methods in Sarasota, where we have

extensive data on signature whistles, we can tailor methods for

study sites that do not have such extensive background data.

Such methods could potentially be used for acoustic mark-

recapture studies and long-term monitoring in areas where

populations are poorly known or at risk.
4.3 Conclusions

The Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database provides unique

insights into the range of variability that can occur in dolphin

signature whistles from one population. Whistle parameters

such as frequencies, number of loops (and thus number of

inflection points and duration), and presence of non-linear

features vary widely. This large data set thus provides a

foundation against which we should critically evaluate studies

that are based on smaller sample sizes of whistles. For example,
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species without knowing whether the full range of variability has

been sampled? Assessments of whistle characteristics based on

small sample sizes may be biased toward vocalizations of a few

individuals who were whistling at high rates at the time of

recording. Can we assess the importance of features such as

number of inflection points, which has been used as a measure of

“complexity,” without knowledge of context? For example, Esch

et al. (2009a) found that dolphins produced whistles with more

loops (which are correlated with inflection points) when under

stress, and produced fewer loops during undisturbed conditions.

To our knowledge, this is the only study that has examined

variation in loop number according to context, and the findings

contradict the idea that loop number (i.e., number of inflection

points) is correlated with “complexity.” We urge caution in

drawing conclusions about whistle features when limited data

are available about context and range of variability.

The Sarasota Dolphin Research Program provides a unique

natural laboratory for studies of dolphin communication.

Nowhere else is there the combined knowledge about so many

aspects of the biology of individual dolphins: sex, age, matrilineal

relatedness, social association patterns, ranges, health and

reproductive status, and, of course, signature whistles. Over the

years, the Sarasota Dolphin Whistle Database has facilitated

numerous research projects at several institutions and enabled

breakthroughs on dolphin communication and cognition. As we

continue to develop this resource into a systematic whistle

database, we are positioned to ask and answer a broad suite of

questions about dolphin communication.
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